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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the intricate topics in the phonology of the Semitic languages is their syllabification and epenthesis processes.
Much attention has been given to this topic in the different Arabic dialects (e.g. Broselow, 2017, 1992; Itô, 1989;
Kiparsky, 2003; Selkirk, 1981; Watson, 2007, 2002). This topic, however, has received significantly less attention in
the neighboring Neo-Aramaic dialects although they present similarly intricate problems.

Neo-Aramaic is the name given to all the varieties of Aramaic still spoken today. These varieties fall into four distinct
groups: Western Neo-Aramaic, Central Neo-Aramaic, Eastern Neo-Aramaic (also called Northeastern Neo-Aramaic)
and Neo-Mandaic (Heinrichs, 1990: x–xv). Western Neo-Aramaic, which is the variety described in this paper, is spoken
in three Syrian villages located in the Qalamoun Mountains, namely Maaloula, Bakhaa (officially known as al-Sarkha)
and Jubbaadin. Since our work primarily focuses on the dialect of Maaloula, the term ‘Maaloula Aramaic’ will be used
throughout the paper to denote the Western Neo-Aramaic dialect of Maaloula. The geographical location of Maaloula
with respect to the capital city, Damascus, is displayed in Map 1, and its location with respect to the other Aramaic-
speaking villages, Jubbaadin and Bakhaa, is shown in Map 2.

Syllable structure and syllabification in Maaloula Aramaic are described in two reference grammars: Spitaler (1938)
and Arnold (1990). Spitaler's (1938: 44–46) treatment of the subject will not be reviewed because it is diachronic in nat-
ure. Arnold's (1990: 37–40) synchronic account provides a good starting point and will therefore be reviewed in detail in
the next section. As can be seen, the sources on the phonology of Maaloula Aramaic are scarce and language-specific,
and the language itself is now considered endangered.1 Therefore, the need to understand these phonological pro-
cesses from a broader comparative perspective has become increasingly important. The present study attempts to
describe and analyze these processes from a cross-linguistic perspective which compares Maaloula Aramaic to the sur-
rounding Arabic varieties.

We present the analysis in a rule-based format without commitment to potential theoretical underpinnings of a rule-
based approach. An alternative approach is possible and feasible, using the stratal Optimality Theory model proposed
and applied to Arabic by Kiparsky (2003). We will not engage in a comparison between the two approaches, as none of
our main points hinges on the choice of framework.
ologue.com/
ren learn and
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Map 1. Location of Maaloula with respect to Damascus (60 km northeast of Damascus) (OpenStreetMap contributors, retrieved from
https://www.openstreetmap.org).
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2. PREVIOUS ACCOUNTS

2.1. Syllable structure and syllabification

According to Arnold (1990: 37–38), the syllable inventory of Maaloula Aramaic contains the following syllable types
which are presented here in three lines in order of decreasing frequency:
(1)
2 All
which
Syllable inventory
CV
of these sha
start with C
CVC
pes will be il
CVVCC and
CVCC
lustrated in diffe
are preceded b
CVV
rent example
y a one-cons
CVVC
s in the paper, e
onant clitic (e.g
CVVCC
CCV
 CCVC
 CCVCC
 CCVV
 CCVVC
 CCVVCC
CCCV
 CCCVC
 CCCVCC
 CCCVV
 CCCVVC
 CCCVVCC2
Arnold (1990: 39) proposes the following rule for the syllabification of word-medial consonant clusters in disyllabic and
polysyllabic words.
(2)
 Syllabification of word-medial consonant clusters
The syllable boundary is placed between the two consonants in a two-consonant cluster (i.e. -C.C-), and after the
second consonant in a three-consonant cluster (i.e. -CC.C-).
xcept for CCCVVCC which seems to be restricted to words
., lə-frīsčxun ‘for your (MASC PL) right’ (Arnold, 1990: 39)).
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Map 2. Location of Maaloula with respect to Jubbaadin and Bakhaa (Al-Sarkha) (OpenStreetMap contributors, retrieved from https://
www.openstreetmap.org).
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The following examples illustrate this rule3:
(3)
3 Th
meant
stops
and iš
gemin
transc
accura
4 In

volum
Arabic
(13)) a
source
-C.C-
roughout the
to represent
that are insert
ən rather than
ates rather th
ription system
te representa
order to cite th
es (1991a, 19
numbers ref
re from our n
s.
paper, we ad
surface forms
ed at the beg
Ɂišən), and

an singletons
without mod
tion is neede
e sources of
91b, 1990,
er to the pag
ative languag
opt the tra
, the outpu
inning of w
the gemina
(e.g. ṭaššr
ifying it, bu
d.
the Arama
and 2019).
e number.
e consulta
-CC.C-
nscription sys
ts of a few ph
ord-initial ons
te consonan
īšən ‘you (FEM
t we have pro

ic examples,
We have ch
For example,
nt. For the Ar
tem used by Arnold (1991
onological processes are c
etless syllables are not rep
ts which undergo degemina
SG) left me’ rather than ṭaš
vided the actual surface re

we use the Roman number
osen these numbers follow
V.132 refers to Arnold (19
abic examples, we use nor
tel.ka
 ‘snow’
 V.374
 nošəḳ.ta
 ‘kiss’
 V.37

_gbeč.ča
 ‘cheese’
 V.38
 frīsč.xun
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’
 V.38
a, 1991b, 1990). Although this adopted system is
onsistently absent from it. For example, the glottal
resented (e.g. iməṭ ‘they arrived’ rather than Ɂiməṭ,
tion in preconsonantal position are transcribed as
rīšən). In this paper, we have adopted the original
presentations in square brackets whenever a more

s (III, IV, V, and VI) to refer respectively to Arnold’s
ing his original numbering (see references). The
90: 132). The examples marked ‘FW’ (as, e.g., in
mal citation because they are taken from different
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Arnold (1990: 39) also shows that syllabification applies not only within word boundaries, as in (3), but also across word
boundaries, as in (4).
(4)
5 Ho
transc
resea
lo _gətlə mšīḥa
wever, we do no
ription convention
rch can investigat
[lo _gət.ləm.šī.ḥa]
t know whether this
s rather than audito
e the acoustic qualit
‘the language of Christ’
variation reflects the actua
ry facts. In any case, this v
y of the epenthetic vowel and
V.39
The principles which determine this syllabification, however, are not given. These principles would have to explain the
tendency to have more consonants in the syllable coda than in the onset of the following syllable as the examples in (3)
under -CC.C- show. In the absence of these principles, one can argue that an alternative syllabification, such as -.CCC-
or -C.CC- (e.g. frī.sčxun or frīs.čxun instead of frīsč.xun), is also plausible. This alternative syllabification might also have
consequences for the syllable inventory shown in (1).

In section 3, we will propose a different syllabification approach which will significantly reduce the syllable types listed
in (1).

2.2. Vowel epenthesis

In Maaloula Aramaic, an epenthetic vowel is inserted to break up a consonant cluster. Arnold's (2011: 686, 1990: 20,
40) main points on this topic can be summarized as follows:

- The epenthetic vowel does not have a phonemic status.
- The epenthetic vowel does not play any role in the syllabification process (i.e. it cannot be a syllable nucleus). For
example, Arnold syllabifies the word nošəḳṯa ‘kiss’ V.37 which contains the epenthetic vowel [ə] as nošəḳ.ta.

- In terms of vowel quality, Arnold (1990: 40) states rather vaguely that its realization can range between [e] and [i].
With regard to transcription, it is predominantly transcribed as [ə]. However, there are instances where it is variably
transcribed as [ə] and [i] in Arnold's (1991a, 1991b) transcripts. This variable transcription is illustrated in (5). The
epenthetic vowel is transcribed as [ə] in (5a) and as [i] in (5b). In these examples, the epenthetic vowel is inserted
before the suffix -l which connects two nouns in the genitive construction (see Arnold, 1990: 301–302; Correll, 1978:
6).5
(5)
 (a)
 m�orəl _gamla
 ‘the owner of the camel’
l
a

IV.230
maḳ�oməl berəkta
 ‘the shrine of Saint Thecla’
 IV.222
bn�otəl ḥ�onax
 ‘the daughters of your brother’
 IV.68
mar�oyəl ḏemseḳ
 ‘the people of Damascus’
 IV.228
ff�oyəl ṭefla
 ‘the child’s face’
 III.198
(b)
 paytil _gabr�ona
 ‘the man’s house’
 IV.8
yarḥil iyyar
 ‘the month of May’
 III.162
berčil malka
 ‘the king’s daughter’
 IV.184
axerčil yarḥa
 ‘the end of the month’
 III.162
rayšil ʕarḳ�uba
 ‘the top of the mountain’
 IV.10
Arnold (1990: 40) presents an algorithm which indicates the place of vowel epenthesis in Maaloula Aramaic:
(6)
 (a)
 Count the consonants in a consonant cluster from right to left.
(b)
 Insert an epenthetic vowel after every second consonant.
(c)
 In the case of two word-final consonants, the right word boundary is counted as a consonant.
pronunciation of these vowels, or whether it is based on
riation does not fall within the scope of our paper. Future
verify whether this variation truly exists.
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This algorithm works word-internally and across word boundaries as can be seen from the examples in (7). For the sake
of clarity, we underline the epenthetic vowels throughout the paper.
(7)
6 C0
(a)
refers
-CəC#
to any number
itər
of consonants inc
‘two (MASC)’
luding zero.
V.40
xutəp
 ‘write (2 MASC SG) me!’
 III.374
(b)
 -CəCC-
 taxəlta
 ‘a passageway’
 V.40
šabəkta
 ‘net’
 IV.58
(c)
 -CCəCC-
 s�oblə bl�ota
 ‘the mayor of the village’
 V.40
(d)
 -CəCCəCC-
 lo _gətlə mšīḥa
 ‘the language of Christ’
 V.40
This algorithm can be expressed as a phonological rule:
(8)
 Vowel epenthesis in Maaloula Aramaic
Ø ? ə /C C
#
C

��
Although this rule predicts accurately where the epenthetic vowel is expected to occur, it leaves a number of unan-
swered questions which we will deal with individually in the next section.

2.3. Open questions

First, what do the two environments CCC and CC# have in common where epenthesis occurs? A number of pho-
nologists (e.g. Blevins, 1995: 209; Hayes, 2009: 259, 264; Kahn, 1976: 23) have expressed their dissatisfaction with
environments such as /C__C{#, C} because word boundaries (#) do not form a natural class with consonants (C).

Second, how can this rule be explained from a perspective which takes syllable structure into account? According to
the epenthesis algorithm in (6), the insertion of the epenthetic vowel does not seem to be governed or affected by syl-
lable structure. The following examples show that epenthesis can occur in onsets (9a) as well as codas (9b) if Arnold’s
syllabification scheme (explained in (2)) is applied.
(9)
 (a)
 bə-spaʕ.ta
 ‘with a finger’
 V.39
(b)
 nošəḳ.ta
 ‘kiss’
 V.37
Third, in Arnold’s words, this epenthetic vowel is “functionally non-syllabic” (2011: 686), which can be interpreted as not
being able to form a syllable nucleus. For example, this can be seen in the word nošəḳṯa ‘kiss’ in (9b), which Arnold
considers disyllabic [nošəḳ.ta], rather than trisyllabic [no.šəḳ.ta], although it has the three potential nuclei [o], [ə], and
[a]. This tendency to disregard the epenthetic schwa in syllabification is most probably due to the problem of
syllable-stress interaction.

In Maaloula Aramaic, word stress falls on the final CVV(C0) or CVCC syllable.6 Otherwise, it falls on the penultimate
syllable (Arnold, 1990: 40; Bergsträsser, 1915: xxi; Spitaler, 1938: 46). The epenthetic schwa seems to be considered
non-syllabic because it is not visible to stress (see Bergsträsser, 1915: xix). For example, if, contrary to Arnold’s syllab-
ification, the epenthetic vowel in nošəḳṯa were considered syllabic (i.e. [no.šəḳ.ta]), then the penultimate syllable [šəḳ]r
would receive stress (see (10a)). Since in ˈnošəḳṯa the first syllable receives stress, this would not be the right analysis.
Arnold’s syllabification avoids the problem posed by this opaque interaction between the epenthetic vowel and stress.
By disregarding the epenthetic vowel, [nošəḳ] would be considered the penultimate syllable that duly receives stress
(see (10b)). However, such a solution which considers a sequence like [nošəḳ] as monosyllabic, rather than disyllabic,
is not fully convincing either. An account is needed which can generate a syllabification such as [ˈno.šəḳ.ta] where
[šəḳ]r is a syllable that does not interact with stress (see (10c)):
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(10)
7 It a
(a)
ppear
nošəḳṯa
s as mufčḥ
?

a rath
*[no.ˈšəḳ.ta]
er than mofčḥa
The wrong account: [šəḳ]r is visible to stress
(b)
 nošəḳṯa
 ?
 [ˈnošəḳ.ta]
 Arnold’s account: [šəḳ] is not a syllable
(c)
 nošəḳṯa
 ?
 [ˈno.šəḳ.ta]
 The desired account: [šəḳ]r is not visible to stress
Fourth, why does Maaloula Aramaic seem to tolerate certain word-initial and word-medial CCC clusters where epenthe-
sis is surprisingly ruled out? In the following examples, vowel epenthesis is not possible, contra Arnold’s algorithm:
(11)
 (a)
 word-initial CCC clusters (i.e. #CCC-)
sčfī.tič
 (and not *səčfī.tič)
in the ori
‘you (MASC SG) benefitted’
ginal text, but our language con
V.39
sčf�et
 (and not *səčf�et)
 ‘benefit!’
 V.39
(b)
 word-medial CCC clusters (i.e. -CCC-)
s�usč.xen
 (and not *s�usəč.xen)
 ‘your (FEM PL) horse’
 V.38
frīsč.xun
 (and not *frīsəč.xun)
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’
 V.38
If the epenthesis algorithm presented in (6) applies to all CCC clusters, then why does it not apply to these cases? If
these are exceptional cases, are there other exceptions, and is there anything in common among them? In order to
answer these questions, we will present an alternative syllabification scheme which accounts for epenthesis from a
syllable-based perspective.

Before doing so, a word on the variation in the application of vowel epenthesis and on the phonological status of this
vowel is in order. It seems that vowel epenthesis is obligatory in some environments and optional in other environments.
For example, the same words in (12) are attested with and without the epenthetic vowel although in all these words the
conditions for vowel epenthesis are met.
(12)
 variant with no
epenthetic vowel
variant with an
epenthetic vowel
berkta
 III.182
 �
 berəkta
 III.180
 ‘Saint Thecla’
aḳtrit
 III.48
 �
 aḳətrit
 III.56
 ‘I was able (to)’
loʕpta
 III.164
 �
 loʕəpta
 IV.16
 ‘game; toy’
mofčḥa7
 IV.56
 �
 mofəčḥa
 IV.70
 ‘key’
tarč
 IV.64
 �
 tarəč
 III.104
 ‘two (FEM)’
imṭ
 III.172
 �
 iməṭ
 IV.116
 ‘he/they arrived’
In addition to the words above, which can appear with and without the epenthetic vowel, there are words that are always
attested with an epenthetic vowel. For example, there are a total of 58 tokens of the word type išən ‘years (ENUM PL)’ in III
and IV. In all these instances, išən appears epenthesized. We are using the term ‘optionality’ to refer to all these cases
where epenthesis can apply. Optionality does not refer to the cases in which epenthesis cannot apply, such as in the
words sčfītič (*səčf ī tič) and frīsčxun (*frīsəčxun) in (11).

We do not know the reasons for the optionality in the application of epenthesis. The literature on Maaloula Aramaic
makes no reference to it. However, a number of studies on the surrounding Arabic dialects have shown that optionality
may be dependent on sonority. Hall (2011: 1576), for example, generalizes that “epenthesis [in Lebanese Arabic] is
more or less obligatory in coda clusters of an obstruent followed by a sonorant [. . .], and optional in most other clusters”.
Optionality might also be attributed to other factors. For example, Watson (2007: 345) argues that the epenthesized and
non-epenthesized word forms in Libyan Tripoli Arabic “may well be stylistic variants”.
sultant dismisses mufčḥa as incorrect.
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Throughout the paper, whenever we refer to vowel epenthesis, we mean the cases where epenthesis can (or, in
some cases, must) apply. The cases where epenthesis cannot apply, even if there is a consonant cluster, are dealt with
in section 4.2.

With regard to the phonological status of this vowel, we have considered it to be an epenthetic vowel although two
alternative analyses may seem plausible at first sight. The first analysis would be to consider this vowel a lexical (or
underlying) vowel that undergoes deletion in a set of words. In order to compare the deletion analysis with the epenthe-
sis analysis, we present two data sets, one in (13) and one in (14). In each data set, the surface forms are accounted for
first by the epenthesis analysis and then by the deletion analysis.

The first data set, shown in (13), presents Ø � ə alternations in pairs of words. Each pair represents the singular and
plural forms of the same lexeme. This is why they have the same base. Analysis (13a) represents the epenthesis option,
and analysis (13b) represents the deletion option. Analysis (13a) is more plausible because it assumes that a vowel is
inserted to break up a CCC cluster, which is a marked structure cross-linguistically. In the word forms which do not have
consonant clusters, epenthesis does not apply. By contrast, analysis (13b) is less convincing because the application of
vowel deletion to some word forms (but not to other word forms) does not seem to be phonologically motivated (i.e., it
does not repair an illicit structure of any type).
(13)
8 /T/ i
this mo
9 Man

/�o/ (e.g
this irre
10 The
First data set: Two competing analyses to account for the same surface forms
(a)
ndicate
rphem
y of th
. /samk
levant
under
[ə] Epenthesis analysis
/samk-T-a/8
s the {FEMININE MARK

e has the two allom
e presented examp
-�a-T-a/). This /�a/ is
complication, we tr
lying /b/ undergoes
?

ER} mo
orphs
les wh
realize
anscrib
devoi
[saməkṯa]
rpheme that w
[č] and [ṯ].
ich have /�o/ in
d as [�o] throug
ed the underl

cing and surfa
‘fish (SG)’
e intend to lea

their underlyin
h a process w
ying forms wit
ces as [p] bec
III.278
ve unspec

g represen
hich is not
h /�o/ rathe
ause it occ
(epenthesis applies)
/samk-�o-T-a/9
 ?
 [samk�oṯa]
 ‘fish (PL)’
 IV.140
/šabk-T-a/
 ?
 [šabəkṯa]
 ‘net’
 IV.58
 (epenthesis applies)
/šabk-�o-T-a/10
 ?
 [šapk�oṯa]
 ‘nets’
 FW
(b)
 /ə/ Deletion analysis
/samək-T-a/
 ?
 [saməkṯa]
 ‘fish (SG)’
 III.278
/samək-�o-T-a/
 ?
 [samk�oṯa]
 ‘fish (PL)’
 IV.140
 (deletion applies)
/šabək-T-a/
 ?
 [šabəkṯa]
 ‘net’
 IV.58
/šabək-�o-T-a/
 ?
 [šapk�oṯa]
 ‘nets’
 FW
 (deletion applies)
The second data set, shown in (14), presents variation in the position of [ə] with respect to the suffix -l. The vowel [ə]
occurs before-l in some examples and after it in other examples. In each of the examples presented in (14), two nouns
are connected in the genitive construction by the suffix -l (for the genitive construction in Maaloula Aramaic, see Arnold,
1990: 301–302; Correll, 1978: 6). Analysis (14a) proposes that in each example there is an underlying consonant cluster
across word boundaries (i.e., CCCC and CCC), and [ə] is epenthesized to break up that cluster. The noticeable variation
in the position of the epenthetic vowel is dependent on the cluster (i.e., CCəCC and CəCC), regardless of the position of
the suffix -l. This is why the same underlying structure /m�or-l/ ‘owner of’ surfaces as [m�orlə] if the cluster is CCCC and as
[m�orəl] if the cluster is CCC (the same can be said about /ʕ�eḏ-l/ ‘feast of’).

Analysis (14b) proposes that there are two underlying schwas, one before and one after the suffix -l, and that one of
them is deleted. This analysis has to be ruled out because it does not explain why only one schwa is deleted and one is
left, and why the first schwa is deleted in some examples and the second is deleted in other examples.
ified in underlying representations. At the surface level,

tations should actually be transcribed with /�a/ instead of
related to syllabification or vowel epenthesis. To avoid
r than /�a/ in these examples.
urs before a voiceless consonant.
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(14)
11 It is
Second data set: Two competing analyses to account for the same surface forms
(a)
trans
[ə] Epenthesis analysis
/m�or-l xt�ob-a/
cribed as ḳaməṣy�ota in th
?

e orig
[m�orlə xt�oba]
inal text.
‘the owner of the book’
 IV.40
/m�or-l _gaml-a/
 ?
 [m�orəl _gamla]
 ‘the owner of the camel’
 IV.230
/ʕ�eḏ-l ṣlīb-a/
 ?
 [ʕ�eḏlə ṣlība]
 ‘the Feast of the Cross’
 IV.316
/ʕ�eḏ-l ʕanṣar-T-a/
 ?
 [ʕ�eḏəl ʕanṣarča]
 ‘(the Feast of the) Pentecost’
 III.162
(b)
 /ə/ Deletion analysis
/m�or-ələ xt�ob-a/
 ?
 [m�orlə xt�oba]
 ‘the owner of the book’
 IV.40
/m�or-ələ _gaml-a/
 ?
 [m�orəl _gamla]
 ‘the owner of the camel’
 IV.230
/ʕ�eḏ-ələ ṣlīb-a/
 ?
 [ʕ�eḏlə ṣlība]
 ‘the Feast of the Cross’
 IV.316
/ʕ�eḏ-ələ ʕanṣar-T-a/
 ?
 [ʕ�eḏəl ʕanṣarča]
 ‘(the Feast of the) Pentecost’
 III.162
In defense of the deletion account, one could still argue that there might be a constraint on word size which militates
against having more than three syllables in a word. As a result of this constraint, the underlying /ə/ is deleted in the
offending words so that the number of syllables is reduced to three. However, the fact that the schwa is retained
(not deleted) in the words in (15) shows that the deletion account is not the correct one.
(15)
 matərs�ota
 ‘schools’
 FW
bisəny�ota
 ‘girls’
 III.376
mu _gərfīta
 ‘hoe’
 III.56
žawəhr�ota
 ‘gems’
 IV.126
ḳaməsy�ota11
 ‘shirts’
 III.272
Based on the discussion above, the deletion analysis has to be rejected.
The second alternative analysis would be to consider the Maaloula Aramaic schwa an intrusive (or excrescent)

vowel, rather than an epenthetic vowel. Intrusive vowels “are actually phonetic transitions between consonants”
(Hall, 2006: 387). To determine whether this vowel is intrusive or not, we will use Hall's (2006: 391) diagnostics for intru-
sive vowels. The Maaloula Aramaic vowel in question has two of the properties of intrusive vowels. Its quality is schwa,
and it is inserted optionally. However, it differs from intrusive vowels in two important aspects.

First, whereas an intrusive vowel “generally occurs in heterorganic clusters” (Hall, 2006: 391), the Maaloula Aramaic
schwa occurs freely in homorganic clusters. In the examples in (16), the vowel [ə] occurs between alveolar consonants.
(16)
 The vowel [ə] occurring in homorganic clusters
matərs�ota
 ‘schools’
 FW
bisəny�ota
 ‘girls’
 III.376
ʕisər
 ‘twenty’
 III.304
irəṣ
 ‘he/they accepted’
 IV.226
warətta
 ‘rose; flower’
 VI.890
Second, whereas the intrusive vowel “does not seem to have the function of repairing illicit structures” (Hall, 2006: 391),
the Maaloula Aramaic schwa clearly has the function of repairing illicit or marked structures, such as consonant clusters.
Notice that in the examples in (13) and (14) above, the schwa is inserted only when a consonant cluster is formed. This
ability to repair a marked structure is a property of epenthetic (rather than intrusive) vowels, according to Hall (2006:
391). Based on these diagnostics, the intrusive (or excrescent) vowel analysis has to be ruled out.
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3. SYLLABLE-BASED ANALYSIS

In this section, we put forward an alternative syllable inventory that differs completely from the one presented by
Arnold (in section 2.1). We propose that Maaloula Aramaic allows only three syllable types: CV, CVV, and CVC. This
proposal is inspired by the classification of syllable types in the Arabic dialects (Kiparsky, 2003; Watson, 2002).

The various Arabic dialects can be said to fall into three major groups primarily based on the position of the epen-
thetic vowel in a word-medial C1C2C3 cluster. Adopting Kiparsky’s (2003) terminology, we can refer to these groups as
VC-dialects, CV-dialects, and C-dialects.12 We use the oft-cited example ‘I/you (MASC SG) said to him’ to show the posi-
tion of the epenthetic vowel in each of these groups (see, e.g., Broselow, 1992: 23–24; Itô, 1989: 241–251; Kiparsky,
2003: 150; Selkirk, 1981: 228–231). VC-dialects, such as Iraqi Arabic, epenthesize the vowel to the left of C2 (i.e.
C1VC2C3) (e.g. gílitla). CV-dialects, such as Cairene Arabic, epenthesize the vowel to the right of C2 (i.e. C1C2VC3)
(e.g. Ɂultílu). C-dialects, such as Moroccan Arabic, tolerate CCC sequences (e.g. qəltlu). The difference between these
dialect groups is schematized in (17).
(17)
12 Ho
(e.g. C
incorp
syllabl
Vowel epenthesis in a CCC cluster in different Arabic dialect groups
In addition to the difference in the position of the epenthetic vowel in a CCC cluster, these three Arabic dialect groups
differ in a number of other properties pointed out in Kiparsky (2003: 149–150) (see also Watson, 2007). These proper-
ties include (among other things not directly related to our research questions) the tolerance of phrase-final CC clusters,
phrase-initial onset CC clusters, word-initial geminates, and non-final CVVC syllables as well as the interaction between
epenthesis and stress. These properties are summarized in (18).
Arab
(18) Some properties of the
wever, this is not the only availa
entral Urban Sudanese). She na
orating the variation across the
es that these dialects tolerate, a
ic dialect groups (based on Kiparsky, 2003: 149–150)
Arabic VC-dialects
ble typology. Watson (2007) identified a fou
med this group Cv-dialects. Lindsay-Smith
Arabic dialects into two axes, namely TOL

nd REPAIR refers to how these dialects deal
Arabic CV-dialects
rth group which displays mi
(2021) presented a differen
ERANCE and REPAIR. TOLERAN

with violations of syllable s
Arabic C-dialects
Phrase-final CC
 not permitted/
permitted (only with falling
sonority)
permitted
 permitted
Phrase-initial CC
 permitted (but may be broken up
by a prosthetic vowel)
not permitted
 permitted
Initial geminates
 permitted (but may be broken up
by a prosthetic vowel)
not permitted
 permitted
Non-final CVVC
 permitted
 shortened
 permitted
Epenthesis/stress interaction
 opaque
 not opaque
 no epenthesis
The model of classification of Arabic dialects can be applied to other Semitic languages, such as Aramaic. The analysis
presented in this paper will reveal that Maaloula Aramaic shows features of both VC- and C-dialects (see section 3.7).

Following Kiparsky (2003, 1982), we argue that the phonological processes apply on two distinct levels: the lexical
level and the postlexical level. We assume that, like in other languages such as Greek or Latin (e.g. Nespor and Vogel,
xed epenthesis patterns
t phonological typology,
CE refers to the type of
tructure.
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2007: 110ff) the phonological word and the syntactic word coincide in Maaloula Aramaic. The syntactic word is the
smallest syntactic unit (including affixes) that has a syntactic category specification, i.e. part-of-speech (“the terminal
element of the syntactic tree”, Nespor and Vogel, 2007: 110). The phonological word in Maaloula Aramaic is coexten-
sive with the syntactic word and constitutes the domain in which certain phonological processes do, or do not, apply (like
stress assignment or epenthesis, see below).

According to these definitions, lexemes appearing in their citation forms, as in (19a), are considered words because
each of them belongs to one part of speech and has one main stress. Inflectional word forms, such as the ones in (19b),
are also considered words because they are syntactic units in the above sense. At the phonological level, the word is
the domain for stress assignment (see section 3.5). Epenthesis, on the other hand is a postlexical process that can be
used to illustrate the different behavior of words versus clitic groups. Words starting with a CCC cluster (#CCC) differ
from clitic groups which start with the same cluster (C#CC), as shown in (18c). While we see epenthesis within the CCC
cluster in the clitic group, epenthesis is ruled out within the word. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.1.
(19)
13 A d
Aramai
(2022a
14 Our
lived in
biology
taught
He des
(a)
igitized
c Spee
).
native
Syria u
from D
Maalou
igned a
tarəč
version of Ar
ch Corpus (M

language cons
ntil 2018 and i
amascus Unive
la Aramaic at t
nd published
‘two (FEM)’
nold’s transcriptions and the w
ASC) (Eid et al., 2022b) at ht

ultant is a 37-year-old male who
n Lebanon between 2018 and 2
rsity, and he worked as a biolog
he Aramaic Language Center in
a textbook (Rihan, 2017) for the
III.104
tabəkta
 ‘dabke (a folk dance)’
 III.184
(b)
 _gabərn�o
 ‘men’
 III.364
mašəph�oš
 ‘she looks like you (FEM)’
 IV.176
(c)
 bə-spaʕta
 ‘with a finger’
 V.39
lə-ʕr�oba
 ‘until the evening’
 III.102
The postlexical level is where processes apply across word boundaries, within the phonological phrase. We argue that
in Maaloula Aramaic, syllabification and stress assignment take place at the lexical level, whereas vowel epenthesis and
resyllabification apply at the postlexical level. Put differently, we show that syllabification applies cyclically, and that
epenthesis takes place between two syllabification cycles.

3.1. Data and method

In order to test our syllabification scheme empirically on as many words as possible, we compiled a word list from two
sources (Arnold, 1991a, 1991b) which contain the transcriptions of tape-recorded narratives that Werner Arnold col-
lected during his field research in Maaloula between 1985 and 1987.13 The word list consists of more than 12,000 types.
However, these types are word forms rather than lexemes. Many of them are the result of inflectional and derivational
affixation. Sometimes the same word form appears in different orthographic representations. This is usually due to affix
allomorphy. Due to these reasons, we decided to supply each word form with its lemma and root as they appear in
Arnold's (2019) Aramaic-German dictionary. This aim was achieved with the help of a native language consultant.14

Using a spreadsheet (like the one shown in (20)), we syllabified all the word list types according to the predefined
syllables: CV, CVC and CVV. The syllabification column represents syllabification at the lexical level, so if a word con-
tains a schwa in its surface representation, this epenthetic vowel is ignored and not represented by a V.
(20)
 Extract from the syllabification spreadsheet
Root
 Lemma
 Word form
 Syllabification
ḏwḏ
 ḏ�oḏa
 ḏaḏ�o
 #CV.CVV#
ḏwḏ
 ḏ�oḏa
 ḏaḏ�oye
 #CV.CVV.CV#
ḏḥḳ
 ḏaḥaḳ�ona
 ḏaḥaḳ�ona
 #CV.CV.CVV.CV#
ḏhb
 ḏahba
 ḏahba
 #CVC.CV#
ḏhb
 ḏahba
 ḏahb�o
 #CVC.CVV#
ord list (“MASC_dataframe.csv”) are available as part of the Maaloula
tps://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6496714. For more details, see Eid et al.

is bilingual in Maaloula Aramaic and Arabic, and also speaks English. He
020, and has lived in Canada since 2020. He has a bachelor’s degree in
y teacher in Maaloula’s High School before leaving his homeland. He also
Maaloula and at the Higher Language Institute at Damascus University.
courses which he taught.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6496714


In addition to this word list, we conducted several elicitation sessions with the native speaker consultant.15

3.2. Syllable weight

Like in Arabic, the weight of a syllable in Maaloula Aramaic plays an important role in determining the position of
stress. The unit of syllable weight that we use is the mora (represented by l). We adopt Hayes's (1989) version of
moraic theory, according to which CV is considered a light syllable: its short vowel receives one mora (21a). CVV is
heavy: its long vowel receives two moras (21b). CVC is heavy in a non-final position: its vowel receives one mora,
and its coda consonant receives one mora through Weight-by-Position (21c). The Weight-by-Position rule is
language-specific whereby CVC syllables are heavy in some languages and light in other languages (Hayes, 1989:
258). In word-final position, however, we follow Hayes (1995: 125) in assuming that CVC is light (21d). The reason
for this assumption is that word-final CVC syllables would attract stress if phonologically heavy, which they don’t
(see section 3.5 for details on stress assignment).16
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(21)
15 The
Canad
as tex
atteste
varian
16 Ha
extram
monom
(a)
se elicita
a. In add
t, picture
d in Arn
t with an
yes (199
etricality
oraic or
(b)
tion sessions w
ition to these se
, and voice mes
old’s texts (see,
epenthetic vowe
5: 125–129) ass
, the coda cons
light.
(c)
ere held online b
ssions, the first a
sages. These se
e.g., the inflectio
l to be acceptab
umes that word-fi
onant in a word
(d)
These three syllable types are shown in the two disyllabic words in (22). The word in (22b) consists of two CVC sylla-
bles, the first of which is heavy through Weight-by-Position while the second syllable is light because it is word-final.
Throughout this paper, we mark morpheme boundaries with hyphens in the underlying representations.
(22)
 (a)
 (b)
ecause the authors are based in Germany and the native speaker consultant lives in
uthor and the native speaker consultant exchanged different forms of messages such
ssions and messages had the aim of generating inflectional forms which were not
nal forms in Section 4.2.2) and of verifying whether the consultant will consider the
le or not.
nal consonants are extrametrical in Palestinian Arabic. As a result of this consonant
-final CVC syllable is not assigned a mora. This renders word-final CVC syllables
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3.3. Syllabification

Syllables in Maaloula Aramaic are formed according to the syllabification scheme in (23) which borrows elements
from a number of interrelated analyses including Kahn (1976: 37–38), Clements (1990: 299), and Watson (2002: 63).
(23)
 Syllabification scheme
(a)
 Nucleus formation: Associate each [+syllabic] segment to a syllable node.
(b)
 Onset formation: Given P (an unsyllabified segment) preceding Q (a nucleus), adjoin P to the syllable
containing Q.
(c)
 Coda formation: Given Q (a nucleus) followed by R (an unsyllabified segment), adjoin R to the syllable
containing Q if Q is monomoraic.
The coda formation process (23c) is conditional in order to allow the formation of CVC syllables but block the formation
of CVVC syllables.

These three steps are illustrated in the syllabification of the two words n�ura and paytaḥ already introduced in (22):
(24)
 Syllabification scheme exemplified
/n�ur-a/
 ?
 [ˈn�u.ra]
 ‘fire’
 III.80
/payt-aḥ/
 ?
 [ˈpay.taḥ]
 ‘our home’
 III.60
(a)
 Nucleus formation
(b) Onset formation
Coda formation
(c)
3.4. Stray consonants

When the syllabification scheme applies, some consonants remain unsyllabified. As they are not part of syllables,
they are called ‘stray consonants’ (e.g. Archangeli, 1991; Broselow, 1992; Itô, 1989; Selkirk, 1981). In Maaloula Ara-
maic, individual stray consonants are tolerated at the lexical level. Our data shows that these stray consonants can
occur word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally as can be seen in (25). The stray consonants are given in angled
brackets:
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(25)
17 Kipa
stray co
Stray consonants resulting from the application of the syllabification scheme
(a)
rsky refe
nsonant
Word-initial stray consonants
underlying forms
rs to the consonants d
s throughout the paper
lexical level
irectly adjoined to the word node as semisyllables. How
.

/xt�ob-a/
 ?
 [hxi.ˈt�o.ba]
 ‘book’
 IV.36
/ʕṣofr-a/
 ?
 [hʕi.ˈṣof.ra]
 ‘morning’
 IV.256
/bl�ot-a/
 ?
 [hbi.ˈl�o.ta]
 ‘village’
 IV.12
/mšīḥ-a/
 ?
 [hmi.ˈšī.ḥa]
 ‘Christ’
 III.154
/xš�ur-a/
 ?
 [hxi.ˈš�u.ra]
 ‘wood’
 IV.334
(b)
 Word-medial stray consonants
underlying forms
 lexical level
/nošḳ-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈnoš.hḳi.ta]
 ‘kiss’
 V.37
/berk-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈber.hki.ta]
 ‘Saint Thecla’
 III.180
/ _gabrn-�o/
 ?
 [ _gab.hri.ˈn�o]
 ‘men’
 III.364
/ḥ�ol-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈḥ�o.hli.ča]
 ‘maternal aunt; stepmother’
 IV.166
/ḳ�oḏ̣y-a/
 ?
 [ˈḳ�o.hḏ ̣i.ya]
 ‘judge’
 IV.146
(c)
 Word-final stray consonants
underlying forms
 lexical level
/tarč/
 ?
 [ˈtar.hči]
 ‘two (FEM)’
 III.274
/ʕisr/
 ?
 [ˈʕis.hri]
 ‘twenty’
 III.304
/yarḥ/
 ?
 [ˈyar.hḥi]
 ‘months (ENUM PL)’
 IV.142
/m�on/
 ?
 [ˈm�o.hni]
 ‘who’
 IV.296
/l�ob/
 ?
 [ˈl�o.hbi]
 ‘if’
 III.120
(d)
 Stray consonants in more than one position
underlying forms
 lexical level
/sčafḳt-e/
 ?
 [hsi.čaf.hḳi.te]
 ‘he checked up on him’
 IV.214
/kl�esy-a/
 ?
 [hki.ˈl�e.hsi.ya]
 ‘church’
 III.166
/tl�et/
 ?
 [hti.ˈl�e.hti]
 ‘thirty’
 IV.262
In terms of moraic analysis, we follow Kiparsky (2003) in assuming that a stray consonant is associated with one mora
which is adjoined not to a syllable node but to the node of a higher phonological domain (usually the phonological
word).17 This assumption is exemplified in the syllabification of four words (taken from (25)) in which the stray conso-
nants occur in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions:
ever, we will keep referring to them as
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(26)
 Syllabification scheme: stray consonants involved
(a)
 Nucleus formation
Onset formation
(b)
Coda formation: the remaining segments are stray consonants
(c)
Association of stray consonants to word nodes
(d)
3.5. Vowel epenthesis and resyllabification

Inspired by Kiparsky's (2003: 156–157) analysis, we propose the following account of vowel epenthesis in Maaloula
Aramaic. Vowel epenthesis

(a) occurs between a syllabified consonant and a following stray consonant,
(b) is a postlexical process,
(c) and occurs within and across word boundaries.

(a) Vowel epenthesis occurs between a syllabified consonant and a following stray consonant.
We saw in section 3.4 that some consonants remain extrasyllabic or stray. At the postlexical level, an epenthetic [ə] is

inserted between a syllabified consonant (represented by C]r) and a following stray consonant (represented by C0). In
(27), we show the difference between the rule based on consonant counting ((27a) originally introduced in (8)) and the
alternative rule based on syllable structure (27b) (for a similar evaluation of Yawelmani epenthesis rules see Hayes,
2009: 264–266).
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(27)
 Vowel epenthesis in Maaloula Aramaic ��

(a)
 consonant-based rule:
 Ø ? ə /C C

#
C

(b)
 syllable-based rule:
 Ø ? ə / C]r___C0
Rule (27b) has many advantages over (27a), one of which is that it answers the question of what the two environments
CCC and CC# have in common (the first question in section 2.3). Rule (27b) does not consider word-boundaries and
focuses instead on the syllable boundary and the stray consonants remaining outside it. This also means that (27b) pro-
vides an adequate answer to the second question, which problematized the role of the syllable in the epenthesis
process.

Vowel epenthesis triggers a resyllabification process in which the coda of the previous syllable becomes the onset of
a new syllable whose nucleus is the epenthetic vowel and whose coda is the stray consonant. In (28), we show
how epenthesis and resyllabification apply, using the same examples from (25). It can be noticed that in many words
in (28) (e.g. (28a)) epenthesis does not apply even when there is a stray consonant in the word. This is because the
existence of a stray consonant is not the only component of the environment C]r___C0. For epenthesis to take place,
the stray consonant has to be preceded by a syllabified consonant.
(28)
 Epenthesis and resyllabification in the environment C]r___C0
(a)
 Word-initial stray consonants
underlying
 lexical
 postlexical
forms
 level
 level
/xt�ob-a/
 ?
 [hxi.ˈt�o.ba]
 ?
 [hxi.ˈt�o.ba]
 ‘book’
 IV.36
/ʕṣofr-a/
 ?
 [hʕi.ˈṣof.ra]
 ?
 [hʕi.ˈṣof.ra]
 ‘morning’
 IV.256
/bl�ot-a/
 ?
 [hbi.ˈl�o.ta]
 ?
 [hbi.ˈl�o.ta]
 ‘village’
 IV.12
/mšīḥ-a/
 ?
 [hmi.ˈšī.ḥa]
 ?
 [hmi.ˈšī.ḥa]
 ‘Christ’
 III.154
/xš�ur-a/
 ?
 [hxi.ˈš�u.ra]
 ?
 [hxi.ˈš�u.ra]
 ‘wood’
 IV.334
(b)
 Word-medial stray consonants
underlying
 lexical
 postlexical
forms
 level
 level
/nošḳ-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈnoš.hḳi.ta]
 ?
 [ˈno.šəḳ.ta]
 ‘kiss’
 V.37
/berk-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈber.hki.ta]
 ?
 [ˈbe.rək.ta]
 ‘Saint Thecla’
 III.180
/ _gabrn-�o/
 ?
 [ _gab.hri.ˈn�o]
 ?
 [ _ga.bər.ˈn�o]
 ‘men’
 III.364
/ḥ�ol-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈḥ�o.hli.ča]
 ?
 [ˈḥ�o.hli.ča]
 ‘maternal aunt’
 IV.166
/ḳ�oḏ ̣y-a/
 ?
 [ˈḳ�o.hḏ̣i.ya]
 ?
 [ˈḳ�o.hḏ ̣i.ya]
 ‘judge’
 IV.146
(c)
 Word-final stray consonants
underlying
 lexical
 postlexical
forms
 level
 level
/tarč/
 ?
 [ˈtar.hči]
 ?
 [ˈta.rəč]
 ‘two (FEM)’
 III.274
/ʕisr/
 ?
 [ˈʕis.hri]
 ?
 [ˈʕi.sər]
 ‘twenty’
 III.304
/yarḥ/
 ?
 [ˈyar.hḥi]
 ?
 [ˈya.rəḥ]
 ‘months (ENUM PL)’
 IV.142
/m�on/
 ?
 [ˈm�o.hni]
 ?
 [ˈm�o.hni]
 ‘who’
 IV.296
/l�ob/
 ?
 [ˈl�o.hbi]
 ?
 [ˈl�o.hbi]
 ‘if’
 III.120
(d)
 Stray consonants in more than one position
underlying
 lexical
 postlexical
forms
 level
 level
/sčafḳt-e/
 ?
 [hsi.čaf.hḳi.te]
 ?
 [hsi.ča.fəḳ.te]
 ‘he checked up on him’
 IV.214
/kl�esy-a/
 ?
 [hki.ˈl�e.hsi.ya]
 ?
 [hki.ˈl�e.hsi.ya]
 ‘church’
 III.166
/tl�et/
 ?
 [hti.ˈl�e.hti]
 ?
 [hti.ˈl�e.hti]
 ‘thirty’
 IV.262
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The account of epenthesis we propose is illustrated in (29) by showing the resyllabification of the same four words
whose lexical syllabification has been shown in (26). In these words, the stray consonants occur in word-initial,
word-medial, and word-final positions:
(29)
 Epenthesis and resyllabification illustrated
(a)
 Input (lexical level)
Vowel epenthesis
(b)
Resyllabification
(c)
Output (postlexical level)
(d)
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(b) Vowel epenthesis is a postlexical process.
The assumption that syllabification and stress assignment are lexical processes while epenthesis and resyllabifica-

tion are postlexical processes solves the problem posed by the opaque relation between epenthesis and stress (the
third question in section 2.3). The postlexically formed syllables, whose nuclei are the epenthetic vowel [ə], are not vis-
ible to stress because stress assignment applies earlier, taking only the available lexical syllables into account. In (30),
for example, the postlexical syllable [šəḳ]r is formed too late to interact with stress.
(30)
18 We a
rule (see
/nošḳ-T-a/ ‘kiss’ V.37
dded (c) to the original alg
Arnold, 1990: 41). We do
underlying form
[noš.hḳi.ṯa]
 syllabification

[ˈnoš.hḳi.ṯa]
 stress assignment
[ˈnoš.hḳi.ṯa]
 lexical output
[ˈnošəhḳi.ṯa]
 epenthesis
[ˈno.šəḳ.ṯa]
 resyllabification
[ˈno.šəḳ.ṯa]
 postlexical output
If epenthesis and resyllabification were to apply lexically (as in (31)), then the penultimate syllable [šəḳ]r would be eli-
gible for stress, and the resulting word would be *[no.ˈšəḳ.ṯa].
(31)
 /nošḳ-T-a/ ‘kiss’ V.37
 underlying form
[noš.hḳi.ṯa]
 syllabification

[nošəhḳi.ṯa]
 epenthesis
[no.šəḳ.ṯa]
 resyllabification
*[no.ˈšəḳ.ṯa]
 stress assignment
*[no.ˈšəḳ.ṯa]
 surface form
This syllable-based analysis provides deeper insight into word stress in Maaloula Aramaic. On the one hand, it compre-
hensively explains the interaction between stress and syllabification, and on the other hand, it is capable of providing a
stress algorithm for the language in moraic terms.18
(32)
 Maaloula Aramaic stress algorithm (moraic version)
(a)
 Stress the final syllable if it is bimoraic:
/ _gabrn-�o/
 ?
o

ll l ll
_gab: hri: ˈn�o

� �
rithm to accommodat
not consider them exc
‘men’
e the polysyllabic words tre
eptions since they system
III.364
/rayš-ay-n/
 ?

ll ll l
ray: ˈšay: hni

� �

‘their heads’
 III.350
(b)
 Otherwise stress the penultimate syllable if it is bimoraic:
/ṯarʕ-a/
 ?

ll l
ˈtar: ¤a

� �

‘door’
 IV.68
/bisnī-T-a/
 ?

ll ll l
bis: ˈn�ı: ta

� �

‘girl’
 IV.32
/ṯina _gel-T-a/
 ?

l l ll l
ti: na: ˈ _gel: ča

� �

‘hen’
 IV.124
ated in the literature as exceptions to the stress
atically adhere to (c).
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(c)
 If neither the final nor the penultimate syllable is bimoraic, stress the
penultimate syllable in disyllabic words and stress the antepenultimate
syllable in polysyllabic words:
Penultimate stress in disyllabic words:
/baḥar/
 ?

l l

ˈba: ḥar

� �

‘a lot; very’
 III.146
/aḏab/
 ?

l l
ˈɁa: dab

� �

‘it (MASC) melted’
 III.32
Antepenultimate stress in polysyllabic words:
/ʕarabeṯ/
 ?

l l l
ˈ¤a: ra: bet

� �

‘Arabic’
 III.184
/ʕaly-T-a/
 ?

l l l
ˈ¤a: li: ta

� �

‘leaf’
 III.154
/mi-č-rattit-in/
 ?

ll ll l l
mič: ˈrat: ti: tin

� �

‘they visit frequently’
 III.260
(c) Vowel epenthesis occurs within as well as across word boundaries.
The domain of postlexical resyllabification is the phonological phrase, rather than the phonological word. Therefore,

epenthesis applies whenever a stray consonant is preceded by a coda consonant even when they are separated by a
word boundary, as the examples below show.
(33)
 underlying form
 lexical level
 postlexical level
/ex ḥmīr-a/
 ?
 [ˈɁex#hḥi.ˈmī.ra]
 ?
 [ˈɁe.xəḥ.ˈmī.ra]

‘like dough’
 III.28
/ḳalles ḏl�uḳ-a/
 ?
 [ˈḳal.les#hḏi.ˈl�u.ḳa]
 ?
 [ˈḳal.le.səḏ.ˈl�u.ḳa]

‘some firewood’
 IV.108
/balleš ṣy�uḥ-a/
 ?
 [ˈbal.leš#hṣi.ˈy�u.ḥa]
 ?
 [ˈbal.le.šəṣ.ˈy�u.ḥa]

‘he started shouting’
 III.354
This assumption is also in line with the available literature on both Maaloula Aramaic and Arabic which clearly shows
that word boundaries and syllable boundaries do not necessarily match (see Arnold, 1990: 39 for Maaloula Aramaic and
Broselow, 2017: 36 for Arabic).

3.6. Vowel epenthesis and gemination

Maaloula Aramaic geminates occur in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position (Arnold, 1990: 17). One
important property of geminates is that they cannot be split by an epenthetic vowel. This property is called “integrity”
by Hayes (1986) (see also Davis, 2011). When an underlying geminate is followed by a consonant, the sequence
/GGC/ does not undergo vowel epenthesis (i.e., *[GəGC]), in contrast to the sequence /CCC/ which surfaces as
[CəCC]. What happens instead, in Maaloula Aramaic, is that the geminate consonant /GG/ is degeminated (i.e., is real-
ized as [C]) when it occurs in preconsonantal position (Arnold, 1990: 17), as in (34). This phenomenon is also known in
other Semitic languages (see, e.g., Cowell, 1964: 27 for Damascus Arabic; Jastrow, 1993: 17 for Turoyo; Watson, 2002:
210 for San’ani Arabic).
(34)
 Preconsonantal degemination
/ḏokk-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈḏok.ta]
 ‘place’
 IV.306
/mʕarr-T-a/
 ?
 [hmi.ˈʕar.ta]
 ‘cave’
 III.368
/šattr-e/
 ?
 [ˈšat.re]
 ‘he sent him’
 IV.104
/ _garrb-ičč-un/
 ?
 [ _gar.ˈbič.čun]
 ‘I tried them (MASC)’
 III.80
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When geminates are at word edges (i.e., in word-initial or word-final position), the outer part of the geminate behaves as
a stray consonant with regard to vowel epenthesis and resyllabification, as the examples in (35) show.
(35)
 tarč +pp�oban
Ara
[ˈtar.hči# ˈ__pp�o.ban]
 ?
 [ˈtar.čəp.ˈp�o.ban]
 ‘two loaves’
 III.128
xull + blat�o
 [ˈxu
__
II# hbi.ˈla.t�o]
 ?
 [ˈxul.ləb.ˈla.t�o]
 ‘all villages’
 III.172
3.7. A cross-linguistic perspective

Although Maaloula Aramaic is not a variety of Arabic, it bears similarities with the surrounding Arabic dialects. This
should come as no surprise, given the fact that they are all Semitic varieties, and given that Aramaic has been in contact
with Arabic over many centuries. Maaloula Aramaic is more similar to VC-dialects than to CV-dialects. For example, in
both Maaloula Aramaic and Damascus Arabic, the epenthetic vowel is inserted before the stray consonant (see (36)).
Moreover, the relation between stress and epenthesis is opaque in both varieties because epenthesis applies postlex-
ically (see Kiparsky, 2003: 150, 156–157).
(36)
 underlying
 lexical
 postlexical
forms
 level
 level
Maaloula Aramaic
 /tarč/
 ?
 [ˈtar.hči]
 ?
 [ˈta.rəč]
 ‘two (FEM)’
 III.274
Damascus Arabic
 /daras-t/
 ?
 [da.ˈras.hti]
 ?
 [da.ˈra.sət]
 ‘I studied’
 (Cowell, 1964: 19)
However, in Cairene Arabic, according to Kiparsky (2003: 157) and as example (37) shows, the epenthetic vowel [i] is
inserted at the lexical level immediately after the consonant that would otherwise be left unsyllabified. This is because
stray consonants are not allowed to surface either lexically or postlexically. That epenthesis applies lexically makes all
syllables, including the one which contains the epenthetic vowel, equally visible to stress.
(37)
 Epenthesis and syllabification in Cairene Arabic (a CV-dialect)
underlying form
 surface form (lexical and postlexical)
/bint-na/
 ?
 [bin.ˈti.na]
 ‘our daughter’
 (Kiparsky, 2003: 150)
On the other hand, the ability of Maaloula Aramaic to tolerate CCC sequences word-medially and word-initially (as seen
in (11) above) makes it similar to the C-dialects of Arabic (see Hellmuth, 2013: 56). Since Maaloula Aramaic shows fea-
tures of both VC- and C-dialects (as illustrated in (38)), we propose to call it a vC-dialect to distinguish it from VC- and C-
dialects. Future research will have to determine whether further Semitic varieties belong to this category.
(38) Maaloula
 maic compared to the different Arabic dialect groups
Maaloula Aramaic
 Arabic VC-dialects
 Arabic CV-dialects
 Arabic C-dialects
Medial CCC
 surfaces as
CVCC / CCC
surfaces as CVCC
 surfaces as CCVC
 surface as CCC
Phrase-final CC
 variation in the
application of vowel
epenthesis
not permitted/
permitted (only with
falling sonority)
permitted
 permitted
Phrase-initial CC
 permitted
 permitted (but may be
broken up
by a prosthetic vowel)
not permitted
 permitted
Initial geminates
 permitted
 permitted (but may be
broken up by a
prosthetic vowel)
not permitted
 permitted
Non-final CVVC
 permitted
 permitted
 shortened
 permitted
Epenthesis/stress
interaction
opaque
 opaque
 not opaque
 no epenthesis
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4. TWO ADJACENT STRAY CONSONANTS

So far, we have investigated the words which contain single stray consonants. In this section, we turn to the words
which contain two adjacent stray consonants (hereafter C0C0).

Most of the words containing C0C0 in our word list are the result of morphosyntactic processes. Nearly all of the
attested words are word-forms (or morphosyntactic words) rather than lexemes that can be listed as dictionary entries.
This can be easily verified by checking Arnold's (2019) dictionary, in which only three of the attested words appear as
lemmas. These three words are shown in (39).
(39)
19 In t
20 Thi
diction
21 The
22 The
23 Arn
I8, the
(whose
resultin
verbal
underlying forms
he original reference,
s word appears as m
ary. In the example a
suffix -l can be attac
enumerative plural i
old (1990: 53–54) cla
infix -č- is inserted aft
root is nḳy (Arnold,
g in a #CCC sequen
form VIII, and the Ma
it is s
�oyṯṯa
bove,
hed t
s the
ssifie
er the
2019:
ce. F
aloula
surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
/b�oyk-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈb�o.hyihki.ṯa]
pelled as t�oyfṯa.
in Arnold’s transcri
we cite the former.
o nouns, verbs, and
plural form used afte
s Maaloula Aramaic
first radical (Arnold
617)), the infix -č- i
rom a cross-linguist
Aramaic infix -č- c
‘stable (for animals)’
ption of the narrative (III.234)
The underlying /t/ assimilates
prepositions, connecting them
r numerals (Arnold, 1990: 289
verbs into eleven forms: I, II, III,
, 1990: 65). In certain inflection
s inserted after the first radica
ic perspective, the Maaloula A
orresponds to the Arabic infix -
III.366
/ṭ�oyf-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈṭ�o.hyihfi.ṯa]19
 ‘(religious) denomination’
 III.260
/m�oyt-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈm�o.hyihṯi.ṯa]20
 ‘altar table; dining table’
 III.234
Apart from these three words, all the other attested words are word-forms that result from morphosyntactic processes,
such as suffixation (40a-b), formation of the enumerative plural (40c), root-and-pattern morphology (e.g. inflected verbs
which belong to specific verb forms, such as form I8 (see Arnold, 1990: 93) and form I10 (see Arnold, 1990: 96)) (40d),
and the concatenation of words in connected speech (40e).
(40)
 Morphosyntactic processes leading to C0C0
(a)
 C0C0 resulting from the suffixation of -l21
m�or-l
 ḥaḳl-a
 [ˈm�o.hrihli# ˈḥaḳ.la] ? [ˈm�o.rəl.ˈḥaḳ.la]

owner-CST
 field-NE
but as maytṯa �
to the following [ṯ]
to a following no
).
IV, I2, II2, III2, IV2,
al forms, however
l n and immediate
ramaic verbal for
t- (see, e.g., Wats
mayṯṯa in Ar
.
un (Arnold, 1

I7, I8, and I10
, such as nč
ly before the
m I8 correspo
on, 2002: 13
‘owner of the field’ III.94

(b)
 C0C0 resulting from the suffixation of -xun ‘your (MASC PL)’
baww�op-č-xun
 [baw.ˈw�o.hpihči.xun]

gate-F-2M.PL
‘your (MASC PL) gate’ III.306
(c)
 C0C0 resulting from enumerative plural formation22
š�oht-Ø
 [ˈš�o.hhihti] ? [ˈš�o.hət]

witness-EPL
‘witnesses (ENUM PL)’ III.372
(d)
 C0C0 resulting from root-and-pattern morphology23
nčḳ-al-l-e
 [hnihči.ˈḳal.le]

meet.PRET-3F.SG-OM-3M.SG
‘she met him’ IV.154
(e)
 C0C0 resulting from the concatenation of words in connected speech
ṯarč
 ḏr�oʕ-Ø
 [ˈṯar.hči#hḏi.ˈr�o.hʕi] ? [ˈṯar.čəḏ.ˈr�o.hʕi]

two.F
 cubit-EPL
‘two cubits’ III.110
nold's (2019: 582)

990: 19).

. In the verbal form
ḳalle ‘she met him’

second radical ḳ,
nds to the Arabic
4).
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4.1. Epenthesis in the case of C0C0

As can be seen from examples (40a, c, e) above, these C0C0 clusters rarely surface because an epenthetic vowel is
usually inserted between them. This generalization can be expressed as a phonological rule:
(41)
24 The
1990:
25 lītə
Vowel epenthesis in case of C0C0
Ø? ə / C0___C0
The following words provide further examples of this rule:
(42)
 Epenthesis in the environment C0___C0
ṭaššr-īš-n-Ø
underlying geminate /šš/ surface
17).
r in the original text.
[ṭaš.ˈrī.hšihni] ? [ṭaš.ˈrī.šən]24
leave.PRET-2F.SG-LM-1SG
‘you (FEM SG) left me’
 IV.320
ẓx-īč-n-Ø
 [hẓi.ˈxī.hčihni] ? [hẓi.ˈxī.čən]

defeat.PRET-2M.SG-LM-1SG
‘you (MASC SG) defeated me’
 IV.138
līṭr-Ø25
 [ˈlī.hṭihri] ? [ˈlī.ṭər]

rotl-EPL
‘rotls (ENUM PL)’
 III.274
ḥ�ol-č-Ø
 [ˈḥ�o.hlihči] ? [ˈḥ�o.ləč]

uncle-F-1SG
‘my maternal aunt’
 IV.130
Epenthesis in the environment C0___C0 can also apply across word-boundaries. This can be seen in example (40e)
which is repeated below for convenience:
(43)
 tarč
 ḏr�oʕ-Ø
 [ˈtar.hči#hḏi.ˈr�o.hʕi] ? [ˈtar.čəḏ.ˈr�o.hʕi]

two.F
 cubit-EPL
‘two cubits’
 III.110
Example (43) reveals another similarity between Maaloula Aramaic and Damascus Arabic. In both varieties, if the C0C0

sequence results from the concatenation of two words in connected speech, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between
them, and the two stray consonants are resyllabified around the epenthetic vowel at the postlexical level (see (44) for a
Damascus Arabic example).
(44)
 bənt
 ẓ _gīr-e
 [ˈbən.hti#hẓi.ˈ _gī.re] ? [ˈbən.təẓ.ˈ _gī.re]

girl
 little-F
‘a little girl’
 (Cowell, 1964: 29)
Not only is the phrase tarč ḏr�oʕ, given in (43), an example of epenthesis that applies across word-boundaries, but it is
also an interesting case that would meet the conditions of both epenthesis rules which have been introduced in (27b)
s as [š] because geminates are realized as singletons in preconsonantal position (see Arnold,
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(i.e., Ø ? ə / C]r___C0) and (41) (i.e., Ø? ə / C0___C0). This raises the question of why (41) is applied, and not (27b).
We propose that directionality is responsible for this. According to Itô’s (1989) notion of directionality, syllabification can
go either from left to right in some languages (e.g. Cairene Arabic) or from right to left in other languages (e.g. Iraqi
Arabic).

In Maaloula Aramaic, we clearly distinguish between lexical syllabification and postlexical resyllabification. In section
3.3, we showed that in lexical syllabification, the nucleus is formed first, then the onset, and then the coda. In other
words, lexical syllabification seems to spread from the center (the nucleus) to the left (the onset) and then to the right
(the coda). This means that it goes neither exclusively from left to right, nor exclusively from right to left.

In contrast, postlexical epenthesis and resyllabification have a clear direction: right-to-left. As can be seen in (45b),
the epenthetic vowel is inserted before the right stray consonant [ḏ], and not before the left stray consonant [č]. The
resyllabification, shown in (45c), preempts (or bleeds) the epenthesis rule in the C]r___C0 environment because [č] is
no longer a stray consonant. Thus, (41) bleeds (27b).
(45)
 Right-to-left resyllabification in Maaloula Aramaic
(a) Input (lexical level)
 (b) Vowel epenthesis
(d) Output (postlexical level)
(c) Resyllabification
4.2. C0C0 yet no epenthesis

The rule Ø ? ə / C0___C0 applies to many words in Maaloula Aramaic, as the examples in the previous section show.
However, this rule is blocked in certain words in which C0C0 are immediately followed by an onset consonant within the
same word (i.e. #..C0C0r..#). It is this specific environment that the four attested words in (11), repeated here as (46),
have in common. These data had prompted the question as to why epenthesis is not permissible even though there is a
consonant cluster (the fourth question in section 2.3):
(46)
 (a)
 word-initial CCC clusters (i.e. #CCC-)
sčfītič
 (and not *səčfītič)
 ‘you (MASC SG) benefitted’
 V.39
sčf�et
 (and not *səčf�et)
 ‘benefit!’
 V.39
(b)
 word-medial CCC clusters (i.e. -CCC-)
s�usčxen
 (and not *s�usəčxen)
 ‘your (FEM PL) horse’
 V.38
frīsčxun
 (and not *frīsəčxun)
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’
 V.38
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By applying the syllabification scheme presented in this paper to the words in (46), one can notice the presence of the
#..C0C0r..# environment (see (47)). In these CCC clusters, C1 and C2 are two adjacent stray consonants, and C3 is an
onset consonant of the following syllable:
(47)
 Syllabification of the words in (46)
(a)
 word-initial CCC clusters (i.e. #CCC-)
underlying forms
 lexical and postlexical forms
 ungrammatical forms
/sčfīt-ič/
 ?
 [hsihči.ˈfī.tič]
 *[səč.ˈfī.tič]

/sčf�et/
 ?
 [hsihči.ˈf�et]
 *[səč.ˈf�et]
word-medial CCC clusters (i.e. -CCC-)
(b)
underlying forms
 lexical and postlexical forms
 ungrammatical forms
/s�us-T-xen/
 ?
 [ˈs�u.hsihči.xen]
 *[ˈs�u.səč.xen]

/frīs-T-xun/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 *[hfi.ˈrī.səč.xun]
These four examples are not the only words with the environment #..C0C0r..# in Maaloula Aramaic. Our word list pro-
vides further examples of this epenthesis-blocking environment. A careful examination of these examples shows that
they are not random exceptions as they share interesting structural properties. To lay out these properties, we will clas-
sify these words into two groups according to the position of C0C0 inside them (i.e. words with initial C0C0 and words with
medial C0C0).

4.2.1. Words with initial C0C0

Our dataset includes 24 words with initial C0C0, in all of which C0
2 = [č]. These words are inflected forms of only seven

different verbs. The words in (48) represent one example from each verb.
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(48)
26 Inc
Structural analysis of the words with initial C0C0
(a)
orrect
nčḳ-al-l-e
ly written as sčlīḳle in
[hnihči.ˈḳal.le]
the original text.
(*[nəč.ˈḳal.le])

meet.PRET-3F.SG-OM-3M.SG
‘she met him’
 IV.154
(b)
 sčf�et
 [hsihči.ˈf�ehti]
 (*[səč.ˈf�et])

benefit.IMP.2M.SG
‘benefit!’
 V.39
(c)
 sčliḳ-Ø-n-e26
 [hsihči.ˈliḳ.ne]
 (*[səč.ˈliḳ.ne])

catch.PRET-3M.SG-LM-3M.SG
‘he caught it/him’
 IV.240
(d)
 ščḥ-ačč-e
 [hšihči.ˈḥač.če]
 (*[šəč.ˈḥač.če])

find.PRET-3F.SG-3M.SG
‘she found him’
 IV.252
(e)
 šč _gel-l-ax
 [hšihči.ˈ _gel.lax]
 (*[šəč.ˈ _gel.lax])

work.IMP-OM-2M.SG
‘work!’
 IV.108
(f)
 xčlīf-in
 [hxihči.ˈlī.fin]
 (*[xəč.ˈlī.fin])

argue.PRF-M.PL
‘they [were/have been] arguing’
 IV.86
(g)
 žčmīʕ-in
 [hžihči.ˈmī.ʕin]
 (*[žəč.ˈmī.ʕin])

gather.PRF-M.PL
‘gathered together’
 III.252
The templates in (49) represent the syllable structure of these words.
(49)
 Templates of words with initial C0C0
If this generalization is compared with what the literature says about Damascus Arabic, another similarity can be drawn.
Cowell (1964: 25) indicates that word-initial CCC clusters are attested in Damascus Arabic but only in few words begin-
ning with [st] (see (50)).
(50)
 underlying forms
 surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
/strīḥ/
 ?
 [hsihti.ˈrīḥ]
 ‘rest!’
 (Cowell, 1964: 25)
/stfīd/
 ?
 [hsihti.ˈfīd]
 ‘benefit!’
 (Cowell, 1964: 25)
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It seems that the words that begin in #C0C0 are not many in either variety, and that the segments filling the C0
2 slot are

strictly limited to one specific consonant in each variety ([č] in Maaloula Aramaic and [t] in Damascus Arabic). With
regard to the segments filling the C0

1 slot, they are more varied in Maaloula Aramaic than in Damascus Arabic.

4.2.2. Words with medial C0C0

The attested words with medial C0C0 are more numerous and can be further divided into two groups. The first group is
the result of a productive suffixation process whereby the suffixes -xun ‘your (MASC PL)’ and -xen ‘your (FEM PL)’ are
attached to base words of a specific structure. These base words are feminine nouns marked by the feminine mor-
pheme /T/, and they have a long vowel (e.g. [ī], [�o], [�u]) in the last syllable of the base. The suffixation process concate-
nates C0C0 between the long vowel of the base and the consonant-initial suffix -xun or -xen. The C0

2 position is always
occupied by an allomorph of the feminine morpheme /T/ (either [č] or [t]). The words in (51) exemplify this group.27
(51)
27 Onl
suffixat
28 /b/ i
underlying forms
y three examples were
ion process, more wor
s realized as [p] becau
foun
d form
se it
surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
/s�us-T-xen/
 ?
 [ˈs�u.hsihči.xen]
d in the word list. The rest w
s can still be generated.
occurs before a voiceless con
‘your (FEM PL) horse’
ere elicited from our language

sonant.
V.38
/frīs-T-xun/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’
 V.38
/baww�ob-T-xun/
 ?
 [baw.ˈw�o.hpihči.xun]28
 ‘your (MASC PL) gate’
 III.306
/ḥ�ol-T-xen/
 ?
 [ˈḥ�o.hlihči.xen]
 ‘your (FEM PL) aunt’
 FW
/ _gm�oʕ-T-xun/
 ?
 [ˈh _gi.m�o.hʕihči.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) group’
 FW
/ḏ�or-T-xun/
 ?
 [ˈḏ�o.hrihči.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) house’
 FW
/mḏīn-T-xun/
 ?
 [hmi.ˈḏī.hnihči.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) city’
 FW
/mr�oy-T-xen/
 ?
 [hmi.ˈr�o.hyihti.xen]
 ‘your (FEM PL) mirror’
 FW
/tult�oy-T-xun/
 ?
 [tul.ˈt�o.hyihti.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) jar’
 FW
/šičw�oy-T-xun/
 ?
 [šič.ˈw�o.hyihti.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) winter’
 FW
/ṣayf�oy-T-xun/
 ?
 [ṣay.ˈf�o.hyihti.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) summer’
 FW
The reason why one only finds inflectional forms with the suffixes -xun and -xen, and not with other suffixes, is that -xun
and -xen are the only pronominal suffixes which begin with a consonant (see Arnold, 1990: 43 for a complete list of the
pronominal suffixes). The suffixation to any other personal pronouns would not concatenate word-medial C0C0 as is
shown in (52).
(52)
 underlying forms
 surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
/frīs-T-e/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.če]
 ‘his right’
 FW
/frīs-T-a/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.ča]
 ‘her right’
 FW
/frīs-T-un/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.čun]
 ‘their (MASC) right’
 FW
/frīs-T-en/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.čen]
 ‘their (FEM) right’
 FW
/frīs-T-ax/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.čax]
 ‘your (MASC SG) right’
 FW
/frīs-T-iš/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.čiš]
 ‘your (FEM SG) right’
 FW
/frīs-T-i/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.či]
 ‘my right’
 FW
/frīs-T-aḥ/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsi.čaḥ]
 ‘our right’
 FW
but
/frīs-T-xun/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’
 V.38
/frīs-T-xen/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xen]
 ‘your (FEM PL) right’
 FW
The second group of words with medial C0C0 includes three feminine nouns that were originally introduced in (39) and
are repeated here as (53). Unlike the words in the first group, these words are lexemes (i.e. no inflectional processes are
consultant. Since this is a productive
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involved in their formation). All three words are structurally similar in that they have the long vowel [�o], C0
1 = [y], and the

feminine marker occupies the position of the onset consonant following C0
2.
(53)
29 Lite
underlying forms
rally: ‘I’ve become free
 (of m
surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
/b�oyk-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈb�o.hyihki.ta]
y obligations) to d
‘stable (for animals)’
eal with you / attend to you.’
III.366
/ṭ�oyf-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈṭ�o.hyihfi.ta]
 ‘(religious) denomination’
 III.260
/m�oyt-T-a/
 ?
 [ˈm�o.hyihti.ta]
 ‘altar table; dining table’
 III.234
The structure of these two groups can be summarized by the template shown in (54).
(54)
 Template of words with medial C0C0
From a comparative perspective, this is where Maaloula Aramaic differs completely from Damascus Arabic (see the
examples in (55)). In Damascus Arabic, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between two potential word-medial stray con-
sonants (e.g. between [t] and [l] in [ka.tab.ˈtəl.ha] and in [hfi.ḍī.ˈtəl.kon]). The first example (i.e. [ka.tab.ˈtəl.ha]) is from
Broselow (1992: 41) and Kiparsky (2003: 164), and the second example (i.e. [hfi.ḍī.ˈtəl.kon]) is from the authors. As
Kiparsky (2003: 163) explains, this epenthesis must apply lexically, which explains why in these examples the syllable
[təl]r receives primary stress. If epenthesis applied postlexically (as it does in the case of single stray consonants), then
this syllable would be invisible to stress, but this is obviously not the case. Maaloula Aramaic, however, does not seem
to allow lexical epenthesis, which also means that it does not allow any interaction between epenthesis and stress. Nor
does it allow postlexical epenthesis in the #..C0C0r..# environment. Therefore, /frīs-T-xun/ surfaces as [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
at the lexical and postlexical levels.
(55)
 underlying forms
 surface forms (lexical and postlexical)
Damascus Arabic
 /katab-t-l-ha/
 ?
 [ka.tab.ˈtəl.ha] *[ka.tab.htihli.ha]
 ‘I wrote to her’
/fḍī-t-l-kon/
 ?
 [hfi.ḍī.ˈtəl.kon] *[hfi.ḍī.htihli.kon]
 ‘(now) I have time for you (PL)’29
Maaloula Aramaic
 /frīs-T-xun/
 ?
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun] *[hfi.rī.ˈsəč.xun]
 ‘your (MASC PL) right’ V.38
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The main goal of this paper was to examine syllable structure and syllabification in Maaloula Aramaic from a cross-
linguistic perspective. We have proposed a syllable-based analysis that draws on previous analyses of similar phono-
logical processes in Arabic. Our analysis successfully addresses most of the gaps and shortcomings of previous anal-
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yses. It highlights the role of the syllable and syllabic structure, rather than that of the segment or of the word boundary,
in the vowel epenthesis process and also accounts for the opaque relation between epenthesis and stress.

The proposed approach can be summarized as follows. Maaloula Aramaic allows only three syllable types: CV, CVV,
and CVC. These three syllable types are the result of a syllabification process which takes place at the lexical level. The
unsyllabified consonants, called ‘stray consonants’, are tolerated at the lexical level. At the postlexical level, an epen-
thetic vowel [ə � i] is inserted between a stray consonant (C0) and the preceding coda consonant. Epenthesis triggers a
resyllabification process in which the coda of the preceding syllable becomes the onset of a new syllable, the epenthetic
vowel becomes the nucleus, and the stray consonant becomes the coda. These postlexically formed syllables are not
visible to stress because stress rules are lexical.

If a morphosyntactic process leads to the concatenation of two stray consonants (C0C0), an epenthetic vowel is usu-
ally inserted between them. This epenthesis is blocked, however, in words with specific structural properties in which
C0C0 are followed by an onset consonant within the same word (i.e., when the C0C0 sequence is in non-final position).

In summary, vowel epenthesis in Maaloula Aramaic applies according to the following rules:

Ø ? ə / C]r___C0

Ø ? ə / C0___C0 (exceptions are attested, but they are not random)
Insert an epenthetic vowel between a stray consonant and a preceding coda consonant, or between two stray con-
sonants, except in words with specific structural properties in which the C0C0 sequence is in non-final position.

These rules are exemplified in (56):
(56)
 Syllabification, epenthesis, and resyllabification exemplified
/n�ur-a/
 /nošḳ-T-a/
 /tarč # ḏr�oʕ/
 /frīs-T-xun/
 underlying forms
‘fire’ III.80
 ‘kiss’ V.37
 ‘two cubits’ III.110
 ‘your right’ V.38
[n�u.ra]
 [noš.hḳi.ta]
 [tar.hči#hḏi.r�o.hʕi]
 [hfi.rī.hsihči.xun]
 syllabification

[ˈn�u.ra]
 [ˈnoš.hḳi.ta]
 [ˈtar.hči#hḏi.ˈr�o.hʕi]
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 stress assignment
[ˈn�u.ra]
 [ˈnoš.hḳi.ta]
 [ˈtar.hči#hḏi.ˈr�o.hʕi]
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 lexical forms
–
 [ˈnošəhḳi.ta]
 [ˈtar.hči#əhḏi.ˈr�o.hʕi]
 –
 epenthesis
–
 [ˈno.šəḳ.ta]
 [ˈtar.čəḏ.ˈr�o.hʕi]
 –
 resyllabification

[ˈn�u.ra]
 [ˈno.šəḳ.ta]
 [ˈtar.čəḏ.ˈr�o.hʕi]
 [hfi.ˈrī.hsihči.xun]
 postlexical forms
This derivation shows that a word-medial CCC sequence can either show epenthesis, or not. For instance, in the
word /nošḳ-T-a/ ‘kiss’ epenthesis applies, while in /frīs-T-xun/ ‘your right’ epenthesis is blocked. What is responsible for this
variation? In both words, C3 is syllabified as an onset and C2 remains unsyllabified (i.e., a stray consonant). However, the
two words differ in the syllabification of C1, which is a coda in [noš.hḳi.ta] and a stray consonant in [hfi.rī.hsihči.xun]. In
[noš.hḳi.ta], since C2 is a stray consonants preceded by a coda consonant, epenthesis can apply. In [hfi.rī.hsihči.xun], C1

and C2 are stray consonants, but since both of them are in non-final position, epenthesis is blocked.
There is another interesting problem concerning the status of [č] as C0

2. The examples presented so far in which
epenthesis is blocked may suggest that it is enough to have a C0C0 sequence in which C0

2 is [č] to block epenthesis.
But this is not true. Rather, even if C0

2 is [č], epenthesis is blocked only in the #..C0
1C0

2r..# environment. In other words,
for epenthesis to be blocked, neither C0

1 nor C0
2 may occur in word-final position. For example, epenthesis is not

blocked in the examples in (57) although they have the sequence C0
1C0

2 and C0
2 is [č]. It is not blocked because C0

1

is in word-final position in (57a), and because C0
2 is in word-final position in (57b). Note that clitic groups (i.e. clitics

and their hosts, such as the first example) are treated as two separate words in this work (see the rationale in the intro-
duction of section 3).
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(57)
30 The
34–35)
Vowel epenthesis although C0
2 is [č]
(a)
suffix
.

C0
1 in word-final position
b=čb�or-ṯ
-l in /čb�or-l/ assimilates
ṯarʕ-a
completely to th
[hbi#hči.ˈb�o.hrihli#ˈṯar.ʕa] ? [bəč.ˈb�o.riṯ ˈṯar.ʕa]30
with=breaking-CST
 door-NE
‘by breaking the door’ (Arnold, 2002: 32)
y-īb-Ø
 č-naḥḥeč-Ø
 [ˈyī.hbi#hči.ˈnaḥ.ḥeč] ? [ˈyī.bəč.ˈnaḥ.ḥeč]

3-be.SBJV-M.SG
 2-go down.PRF-M.SG
‘then you (MASC SG) must be going down’ IV.250
(b)
 C0
2 in word-final position
ḥ�ol-č-Ø
 [ˈḥ�o.hlihči] ? [ˈḥ�o.ləč]

uncle-F-1SG
‘my maternal aunt’ IV.130
frīs-č-Ø
 [hfiˈrī.hsihči] ? [hfiˈrī.səč]

right-F-1SG
‘my right’ FW
6. IMPLICATIONS

From a typological perspective, we can say that Maaloula Aramaic and Damascus Arabic (a VC-dialect of Arabic) are
similar in their treatment of single C0s, of two adjacent C0C0 resulting from the concatenation of words in connected
speech, and (to some extent) of word-initial C0C0. They are also similar with respect to the relation between epenthesis
and stress. However, in the words containing word-medial C0C0, Maaloula Aramaic and Damascus Arabic exhibit major
dissimilarities in terms of epenthesis and epenthesis-stress interaction.

This study has implications for the areas of syllable structure and vowel epenthesis in phonological theory. Our
results support syllable-based accounts of epenthesis (e.g. Broselow, 1992; Itô, 1989; Kiparsky, 2003; Selkirk, 1981;
Watson, 2007, 2002), and they challenge accounts which claim that epenthesis can be accounted for purely by sequen-
tial constraints (e.g. Côté, 2000) or by segmental constraints. For example, vowel epenthesis, in Maaloula Aramaic,
does not apply to prohibit two identical or similar segments from being adjacent, which would be expected according
to the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) (see Goldsmith, 1976; Leben, 1973; McCarthy, 1986, 1979). If this were
the case, then the epenthetic vowel would be inserted whenever any two similar segments are adjacent (regardless
of their position in the syllable) and not strictly in the C]r___C0 and C0___C0 environments. For instance, the epenthetic
vowel would be inserted in the C0___[rC environment if the conditions were met, but this is clearly not the case. Having
said that, we are not arguing that segmental effects do not exist or do not play any role in vowel epenthesis. Their effect
has been shown on two occasions in this paper. First, we have noted in section 2.3 that segmental constraints (espe-
cially sonority) may be responsible for the optionality in the application of vowel epenthesis. Second, we have shown
that the words which resist epenthesis share structural and segmental properties.

Our study also calls into question two cross-linguistic assumptions about stray (or extrasyllabic) consonants by
Kiparsky (2003: 156). Kiparsky claimed that stray consonants (or “semisyllables” in his terms) have a “restricted seg-
mental inventory” (Kiparsky, 2003: 156). Although this may be true for a number of languages, such as English (see,
e.g., Giegerich, 1992, chap. 6) and German (see, e.g., Wiese, 1992), this is not a property of Maaloula Aramaic stray
e following coronal consonant /ṯ/ in /ṯarʕ–a/ (see Arnold, 1990: 19; Spitaler, 1938:
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consonants. In Maaloula Aramaic, the segments that may occur as stray consonants do not belong to a specific subset
of consonants, as the examples in (58) illustrate.
(58)
31 It is t
32 This
Some of the segments that may occur as stray consonants in Maaloula Aramaic
(a)
ranscribed
is the litera
Labials:
as s�oləfṯa in the or
l meaning. In the n
iginal text.
arrative, the intended (figurative)
loʕəpṯa
 ‘game; toy’
 IV.16
soləfṯa31
 ‘story’
 IV.140
zaləmṯa
 ‘man’
 IV.142
(b)
 Coronals:
aḳətriṯ
 ‘I was able (to)’
 III.56
iməṭ
 ‘he arrived’
 IV.116
irəṣ
 ‘he accepted’
 IV.226
mofəčḥa
 ‘key’
 IV.70
bisəny�oṯa
 ‘girls’
 III.376
ʕisər
 ‘twenty’
 III.304
(c)
 Dorsals:
šabəkṯa
 ‘net’
 IV.58
sčafəḳte
 ‘he checked up on him’
 IV.214
(d)
 Pharyngeals:
yarəḥ
 ‘months (ENUM PL)’
 IV.142
ačəʕbaṯ
 ‘she felt tired’32
 IV.24
(e)
 Glottals:
iṣəh
 ‘he felt thirsty’
 III.360
žawəhr�oṯa
 ‘gems; jewels’
 IV.126
The other cross-linguistic assumption made by Kiparsky states that stray consonants are “sometimes restricted to
peripheral position (typically word edges)” (Kiparsky, 2003: 156). Although many of the stray consonants in our data
can be analyzed as domain-peripheral (i.e., word-peripheral or morpheme-peripheral), there are many other examples
of words with word-internal or even morpheme-internal stray consonants, as the ones shown in (59). We believe that
stray consonants in Maaloula Aramaic are the result of syllabification and not the result of any alignment constraint
which would align stray consonants with word or morpheme edges (for such constraints see, e.g., Cho and King, 2003).
(59)
 Words with morpheme-internal stray consonants
y-aḥšm-un
 [ˈyaḥ.hši.mun] ? [ˈya.ḥəš.mun]
3-have dinner.SBJV-M.PL
‘(that) they (MASC) have dinner’ III.258
Ø-m-ašph-�o-š
 [ˈmaš.hpi.h�o.hši] ? [ˈma.šəp.h�o.hši]

3-PRS-resemble-F.SG-2F.SG
‘she looks like you (FEM SG)’ IV.176
In addition to these typological and theoretical aspects, the present study represents a detailed case study of an under-
researched language using corpus data, empirical methodology, and universal frameworks, such as moraic phonology.
Such theoretically informed case studies involving large amounts of data are necessary to enhance our typological and
theoretical understanding of vowel epenthesis cross-linguistically.
meaning was that the situation ‘has become bad’.
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7. ABBREVIATIONS

ENUM PL enumerative plural
FEM
 feminine
MASC
 masculine
8. GLOSS LABELS

1 first person

2
 second person
3
 third person
Ø
 zero morpheme
CST
 construct state
EPL
 enumerative plural
F
 feminine
IMP
 imperative
LM
 linking morpheme
M
 masculine
NE
 nominal ending
OM
 object marking
PL
 plural
PRET
 preterit
PRF
 perfect
PRS
 present
SBJV
 subjunctive
SG
 singular
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